1993 ford aerostar

The Ford Aerostar is a range of vans that was manufactured by Ford from the to the model
years. The first minivan powered exclusively by V6 engines, the Aerostar was also one of the
first vehicles to introduce all-wheel drive to the segment in North America. The model line was
sold in multiple configurations, including passenger and cargo vans, along with an
extended-length body. Sold primarily in the United States and Canada, a limited number of
vehicles were exported outside of North America. The Aerostar was replaced for the model year
by the front-wheel drive Ford Windstar ; Ford sold both model lines concurrently through the
model year. The role of the Aerostar cargo van was left unfilled, with the Ford Transit Connect
serving as the closest successor in terms of size and capability. For its entire production, the
model line was assembled by the St. Louis Assembly Plant in Hazelwood, Missouri. In total, 2,,
vehicles were produced across a single generation. Additional objectives for the vehicle would
include increased interior space over station wagons and more attractive styling over full-size
vans. Dubbed the Ford Carousel, a prototype was tested from to Along with restyled A-pillars
and a completely new front fascia, the Carousel received a wagon-style roofline with
wraparound window glass ; in a key indication of its future as family-oriented vehicle, the
Carousel wore a rear tailgate with a drop-down rear window with simulated exterior woodgrain
trim. Inside, it was fitted with two rear bench seats with interior trim similar to the Ford Country
Squire and Mercury Colony Park. While the Ford Carousel received a positive response by many
Ford executives for a potential introduction, it ultimately would not reach production. In , Lee
Iaccoca and Hal Sperlich both departed Ford and were hired by Chrysler; the Chrysler minivan
project was approved by the end of While adopting the basic "garageable van" concept of the
Ford Carousel prototype, the resulting Dodge Caravan and Plymouth Voyager were far different
vehicles in terms of layout and engineering. During the early s, as the American automotive
industry learned of the development of the Chrysler minivans, Ford commenced development of
its own vehicle in response. The energy crises of the late s had made fuel economy a high
priority of vehicle design; as such, producing the Ford Carousel downsizing the Ford Club
Wagon to a lower height would not be a competitive option for Ford. While using the 6-foot
height of the Carousel as a starting point in concept, the s Ford "garageable van" was a
completely clean-sheet design. In a major shift, the new design shifted mechanical commonality
from full-size trucks and vans to the compact Ford Ranger in an effort to reduce weight. In what
would be a major break from the Chrysler and GM minivans, the Ford minivan received a
distinct chassis with model-specific front and rear suspension. In , the Ford Aerostar name was
first used as Ford unveiled a concept vehicle previewing the final production minivan. The Ford
Aerostar used the rear-wheel drive Ford VN1 platform , developed specifically for the model line.
The first Ford light truck designed with a unibody chassis, the VN1 chassis the first Ford
chassis given an alphanumeric designation was reinforced with full-length integrated frame
rails. The first Ford light truck to shift away from Twin I-Beams, the front suspension of the
Aerostar more closely matched Ford full-size sedans, including unequal-length A-arms and coil
springs. The rear suspension was a live rear axle fitted with a three-link configuration with coil
springs similar to the Panther-platform cars of the time. A hp 2. For , coinciding with the
introduction of the E-4WD option, a hp 4. For , a 5-speed overdrive automatic transmission was
introduced for the 4. Using a Dana TC28 transfer case with a center differential regulated by an
electronically controlled electro-magnetic clutch , all four wheels were given traction at all
times. To accommodate the added weight and friction losses, the option was paired with the
higher-torque 4. Distinguished by its sloped-nosed design, the Ford Aerostar utilized a
"one-box" design similar to the Renault Espace and the Ford Transit ; in contrast to its
European counterparts, the Aerostar had much shorter overhangs with the wheels placed at the
corners. In an effort to further improve its fuel efficiency and aerodynamics and lower its curb
weight, several plastic body parts bumpers, rear hatch that were utilized in the concept car were
adopted for production. As a response to the Dodge Grand Caravan and Plymouth Grand
Voyager, an unnamed extended-length version of the Ford Aerostar entered production for
Sharing the inch wheelbase with the standard-length version, the extended-length Aerostar
added 14 inches to the rear body. During the s, the extended-length Aerostar would become the
most popular version of the vehicle. While the Ford Aerostar would never see a full redesign
over its year production run, it would see a number of detail changes to bring it in line with
other Ford trucks. For , the nameplate badging was changed, moving it from each fender to the
tailgate; it was changed from chrome to silver in color. In , the chrome grille was replaced by a
black-trim grille; the bracketed towing mirrors were replaced by integrated powered sideview
mirrors. In , an extensive facelift redesigned the grille, bumpers, wheels, and replaced the
sealed-beam headlights with replaceable-bulb composite units the amber turn signal lenses
were changed to clear-lens units. As it was becoming a federal requirement, a center brake light
was added for As the Aerostar had been slated for discontinuation after the model year, few

visible changes were made afterwards. For , the amber rear turn signal lenses were deleted; XLT
models were given optional 14x6" seven-hole alloy wheels. In contrast to its radical exterior
design, the interior design of the Ford Aerostar adopted many industry-standard features. For
example, the seven-passenger Aerostar was configured with the seating layout popularized in
both Chrysler and General Motors minivans. Borrowing features from full-size conversion vans,
XLT-trim versions were available with second-row bucket seats; another option allowed both
rear bench seats to fold down to make a bed; both rows of rear seats were removable. However,
the interior also featured several European-influenced designs: the Aerostar was fitted with a
floor-mounted shifter for both automatic and manual transmissions and was equipped with a
handbrake which would become a feature in all US-market Ford minivans ; in a fashion similar
to the Volkswagen Vanagon , the second-row windows slid open. While cupholders were
relegated to an optional armrest in the third-row seats, the Aerostar could be specified with up
to six ashtrays and two cigar lighters; the interior may have been designed with a smoker in
mind. In , coinciding with the exterior updates, the interior also saw a major upgrade. Along with
the addition of a driver's side airbag and three-point seatbelts for all six outboard seats, the
dashboard was redesigned with improved controls many shared with the Econoline and a new
instrument panel. In , integrated child safety seats were introduced as an option. Along with a
cargo van distinguished by its available double rear doors and lack of side windows , the
Aerostar passenger van called the Wagon came in two trim levels: base-trim XL and deluxe-trim
XLT in keeping with the Ford truck line. Many features standard on the XLT were available as
extra-cost options on the XL, such as power windows, mirrors, and locks, air conditioning, and
privacy glass. Introduced during the model year, the Aerostar was one of the first Ford vehicles
to feature the outdoors-themed Eddie Bauer brand as a trim package. The Eddie Bauer trim
combined the interior convenience features of the XLT trim with two-tone exterior paint tan as
the accent color on the rocker panels and wheel trim and a tan outdoors-themed interior. As on
the XLT, cloth seating surfaces were standard; as part of the update, leather seats became an
option. A standard feature of the trim package an option on the XLT was a feature allowing the
second and third row bench seats to fold flat into a large bed across the rear half of the interior.
Following the introduction of the extended-length wagon in , the Eddie Bauer trim was available
in both body configurations. After , the option package came with the 4. After the model year,
the Eddie Bauer trim was discontinued as the Aerostar trim line was consolidated to the cargo
van and the Aerostar XLT. Distinguished by their silver-accented paint and "Sport" pinstriping,
the Sport featured integrated running boards with a color-matched front air dam and
color-matched rear mud flaps. On darker colors, the front grille and chrome was painted body
color. Ford engineers chose the front-engine layout for a variety of reasons. In terms of safety
and engine access in comparison to German and Japanese imports , the company found that
potential buyers preferred the configuration over rear and mid-engine vehicles. In the change
from concept to production, very little of the exterior design would change, except for the
window glass, headlights, and grille. Two running prototypes were built from the collaboration
of Ford and Ghia; [11] both used the stock 3. The HFX concept borrowed some features used in
other Ford vehicles, such as four-wheel air suspension and electronic climate control. From
there, some of the technologies showcased in the HFX had never before been seen in a
minivan; this included run-flat tires, adjustable pedals, power-sliding side doors, electric power
steering, ABS, traction control, seatbelt pretensioners, and movable grille shutters. While the
Ford Aerostar had proven successful in the minivan segment, by the end of the s, Ford sought
to gain a part of the significant market share held by the Chrysler minivans. In , the company
commenced design work on a successor to the Aerostar for a planned introduction. To compete
more directly against Chrysler, in its new minivan, Ford adopted the form factor of the
long-wheelbase Chrysler minivans. To further match Chrysler, what was to become the Ford
Windstar adopted front-wheel drive sedan underpinnings, developed alongside the Ford Taurus.
As the Ford Windstar was being readied for a model-year introduction, was set to be the final
year for the Aerostar. In a fashion similar to the planned replacement of the Fox-platform Ford
Mustang with a Mazda-based coupe in the late s, Ford received a negative reaction from its
dealers and the public. In response, Ford announced it would sell both the Aerostar and
Windstar vans for the upcoming future. Louis assembly line on August 22, ; a total of 2,, were
produced over 12 years. The Ford Windstar and later Ford Freestar was offered in a cargo van
configuration, but the first direct successor to the Aerostar Van, in terms of size and capability,
is the Ford Transit Connect. Imported into North America since , the front-wheel drive Transit
Connect is also offered in passenger configurations; a redesign led to the first seven-seat Ford
minivan since From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Front-engine, rear-wheel
drive Front-engine, all-wheel drive â€” Ford Windstar Ford Transit Connect for cargo van. Main
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great deal. No big changes were introduced for the Ford Aerostar. One innovation was the new
option of integrated child safety seats, which folded out from the middle bench. Like many of
the updates to the Aerostar during the '90s, this reflected Ford's vision of the midsize minivan
as primarily a family transportation vehicle. Another significant market niche for the '93
Aerostar were tradespeople and craftspeople, as well as owners of small businesses antique
dealers, for instance who were looking for something with ample cargo space and more
passenger comfort than your typical panel van. This market tended to opt for the Extended
bodystyle, which offered almost 30 additional cubic feet of carrying capacity. The Aerostar
came off the line with a horsepower Vulcan V6 that put out lb. The upside of this moderate
power was impressive fuel efficiency, especially for a midsize minivan with a curb weight
around pounds: the Aerostar rated at 17 mpg city, 23 mpg highway. Ford marketed the Aerostar
with a focus on its reliability, comfort, toughness, and value. The sturdy van was well-suited to
conversion for drivers with disabilities as well; wheelchair users and others found that the
Aerostar was rugged enough to incorporate aftermarket modifications like lifts and ramps.
You'll still see some Aerostars of this vintage out on the roads today! Suspension is equivalent
to an arthritic senior citizen's knees, the steering provides absolutely zero feedback, driver seat
is terrible for short people, rear seats have no head rest, the '93 rear seat do not tilt back, front
passenger seat do not slide forward and back please fact check , brakes always seemed to
make noise, radio was underpowered and was only a radio, the radiator sucked, and ignition
was recalled replacement sucked. Positives, rear wheel drive and decent torque haul a small
boat , and comfy ride on straight roads. Buy Japanese The battery is good but there is no power
going to the ignition. Transmission wont shift into any foward gear for a long while, 10 minutes.
Once in gear , no prob at all. If gear shifter is moved out of gear and back to foward , long wait.
Fluid full. Van was very low on gas, added 8 gallons of gas while Van was very hot from driving
for 12 hours. I have checked fuse links and made sure the reset switch was reset. How do I
replace the fuel pump? Average user score. Based on 12 reviews. Best by Andrei. It Sucks by
Will. Updated Jan 18, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Ford Aerostar? Have you driven a
Ford Aerostar? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Ford Aerostar. Have questions? Ask a
question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Ford Aerostar Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Ford Aerostar to
Related Models. Select Year Search our online spark plugs catalog and find the lowest priced
discount auto parts on the web. We sell wholesale to the public. We specialize in a wide-variety
of high-quality car parts and accessories for your car, truck or SUV. Call toll free to order or
place your order online via our secure checkout system. Our online parts catalog uses real-time
inventory, so you can be assured the parts you buy are in stock at the time of ordering. Most
orders are shipped the same day. They are available for the following Ford Aerostar years: , , , , ,
, , , , , , , 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, 91, 90, 89, 88, 87, This part is also sometimes called Ford Aerostar
Spark Plug. The Volvo XC90 cabin air filter that was delivered was exactly what I ordered and I
received it when it was promised. It was the same brand as the OEM replacement at half the
cost. Will definitel This was seamless. I'm so glad I found partsgeek. I'm not a professional

mechanic but I do a fair amount of work on my own cars and other vehicles. I also appreciated
that they gave us an easy to use tracking number and that the products were well wrapped. I
fully expect these guys to be around for a long time and I intend to buy from them again, soon.
Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support
ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product.
See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure
PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Classification
Champion Double Platinum. Classification Champion Iridium. Center Electrode Tip Material
Platinum. Motorcraft SP Spark Plug. Resistant to oxidation and arc erosion. Multi-rib insulator
protects against misfire. Service interval of up to 60, miles. Nickel-Alloy Spark Plug Feature
electrodes engineered for extended life without platinum enhancements. Nickel-plated shell for
corrosion resistance. Non-Extended-Tip Spark Plug Used in most older-model car engines and
some current-model truck engines. Commercial and small engine applications. Extended-Tip
Spark Plug Fits most automotive as well as many specialty applications. Used in most modern
engines. Helps prevent fouling at low speeds. Provides self-cleaning action at higher speeds.
Projects farther into combustion chamber to achieve optimum spark location. Platinum-Tip
Spark Plug Used for conventional distributor-equipped and coil-on-plug ignition systems found
in many Ford, Lincoln and Mercury vehicles. High melting point provides excellent resistance to
erosion. Provides service intervals from 60, to , miles. Available as replacement spark plugs for
older model-year vehicles. Designated by the letters P or E in the part number suffix on plug
body and box. Helps realize extended service intervals of 60, to , miles Fine-Wire
Double-Platinum Spark Plug Enhanced electrode wear vs single platinum. Fits most automotive
and many specialty applications. Designated by the letters F or FE in the part number suffix on
plug body and box. Includes a platinum pad on both electrodes. Proprietary platinum pad on
side wire electrode. Service interval of up to , miles. Platinum-Iridium Spark Plug Can be used in
any engine regardless of ignition system. Iridium-enhanced center electrode. Show More Show
Less. Bosch Spark Plug. Product Note: Nickel -- Gap 0. Product SKU: W Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Product Note: Spark Plug -- Gap:. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. NGK Spark Plug. Features: Iridium tipped center electrode provides durability six
times harder than platinum. Read more reviews. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Ford Aerostar.
Catalog: A. Catalog: T. Catalog: S. Catalog: Q. Catalog: F. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Catalog: P.
Catalog: N. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Ford Aerostar. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Aerostar lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Read more. Write a
review See all 24 reviews. I really love this 'Thing'. I bought my 93 with ,, I reluctantly gave it to
my daughter to drive to Fairbanks, Alaska, laden with her and husband's personal stuff, on the
roof and packed into the bay. They slept on top of the whole thing. In short, they put an
additional 7, mi. I didn't fix the AC compressor.. She had to change the oil to match the Alaska
environments and she got a warning from a mechanic that they may need some front end ball
joints and tie rods the Alcan had some 'potholes'. Otherwise, I told her to never sell it, I would
rather fly up and drive it back to Los Angeles. Read less. Ford - Resurrect the Aerostar!
Invaluable as people mover with 7 seats as well as a cargo hauler with the seats out. We have
moved tons of furniture and computers in it this way. We have used it to move kids off to
summer camp in NC from northern VA as well as to college and home again over many years.
We even moved an upright baby grand piano in this baby! The interior height is sooo much
better than what you find in
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other minivans. Very reliable. Low cost to operate. Ford - Bring it back! Aerostar: A reliable, if

staid, steed. Bought new off the lot in , traveled over miles and still going without a complaint,
despite neglect and poor maintenance. Small problem with left turn signal, works intermittently.
Overall, a solid, if dull investment. Cheap bulk transport. Had the van for a month and a half
Have driven them previously and enjoyed the mix of workhorse with MPV tasks. Though this
one is turning out to be a lemon. I've had to replace the power steering, brake lines, emergency
brake, clutch and pilot bearing it's a 5 speed standard tranny , Ignition lock and turn signal
stalk. I'm feeling iffy on keeping it. See all 24 reviews of the Used Ford Aerostar. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the Aerostar. Sign Up.

